
Hello

Tips on how to cut your
cake to serve your
guests.

Party cake slice is measured
by 1.5x2 inches and Wedding
cake slice is measured by 1x2
inches. Remember that the
number of servings  are
intended as a guide only.
Actual result may vary.

Get a quick quote on
your cake here:

Below are the cake sizes we
offer with their starting prices.
The prices here are subject to

change based on additional
add-ons. 

The total price will be the
starting price + any additional
decoration you choose to add
to your cake. The price of the
add-ons are below this page.

Once you add all these
intricate designs together, you

will get an idea how much
your cake will cost before tax.

Cake Pricing

ONE Tier Buttercream
Cake ( Cake height is
between 8inch -10inch
tall)

5" cake

$150
Servings- 8-12

6" cake

$165
Servings- 15-20

7" Cake

$175
Servings- 25-30

8" cake

$185
Servings- 30-36

Fondant Category

Starting Price is subject to
change based on
additional add-ons.

5" Fondant Tier Cake

$180
Servings- 12-16

6" Fondant Tier Cake

$195
Servings- 16-24

7" Fondant Tier Cake

$210
Servings- 25-30

8" Fondant Tier Cake

$220
Servings- 30-36

Additional Add-ons

Please add the price of
any of these items plus
the main cake price above
to get a quote. This price
is before taxes.

macaroons (3 pieces or more)

starts at $5
any intricate look on macaroons will be an
additional charge

Fresh f lowers

starts at $15
one color or a mixture (4 piece of flowers or
more)

ArtiPicial Flowers

starts at $25
Add a description about this item

Gold leaves

starts at$10
come in other colors such as (Silver and
blush)

Dried Pine toppers

starts at $30
come in other colors such as (Silver and
blush)

Edible image

starts at $13
come in other colors such as (Silver and
blush)

Chocolate sails/ Decors

starts at $10
come in other colors such as (Silver and
blush)

Fondant Letters

starts at $15
For example: happy birthday (name) in
fondant. Price vary based on the font size.

Card Stock Toppers

starts at $15
eg. Happy Birthday (Name) any addition info
is an extra charge.

Acr ylic Stock Toppers

starts at $25
eg. Happy Birthday (Name) any addition info
is an extra charge.

Decorated syrofoam balls

starts at $20
Price is subject to change based on amount
and color.

fondant bow/animals/
rainbow/ lollipops

starts at $20
Price is subject to change based on details
and size

wafer paper sails decor

starts at $25
Price is subject to change based on details
and size

Stenciling details

starts at $5
depends on the size of the cake and the area
to cover

Balloon Garland topper

starts at $10
comes in different colors to compliment your
cake look

Add a footnote if this applies to your business

2-3 Tiered
Buttercream cakes

2 Tiered Cakes

$315
5" and 7" cake -  35-40 servings

2 Tiered Cakes

$350
6" and 8" cake -  40-48 Servings

3 Tiered Cakes

$515
5",7'"and 9" cake- 80 Servings

3 Tiered Cakes

$570
6",8"and 10"-90-100 Servings

4 Tiered Cakes

$930
6",8"and 10" 12"-130-150 Servings

For all  5 tiered fondant or
buttercream cakes -

Please contact us for a quote.

Add a footnote if this applies to your business

2-3 Tiered Fondant
cakes

2 Tiered Cakes

$390
5" and 7" cake -  35-40 servings

2 Tiered Cakes

$415
6" and 8" cake -  40-48 Servings

3 Tiered Cakes

$630
5",7'"and 9" cake- 80 Servings

3 Tiered Cakes

$675
6",8"and 10"-90-100 Servings

4 Tiered Cakes

$1100
6",8"and 10, 12'"-130-150 Servings

For all  5 tiered fondant or
buttercream cakes -

Please contact us for a quote.

Add a footnote if this applies to your business
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White/dark/ color chocolate with drizzles and
sprinkles or Nuts- Price for a dozen starts $35

Chocolate covered
Strawberries

 dozen per flavor- Price per dozen starts at
$45

Animated /Character Cake pop

Sprinkles and chocolate drizzle theme- dozen
per flavor- Price per dozen starts at $40

Basic Cake pop

lustered dust, drizzles and  edible image
dozen per flavor-  Price starts at $40

French Macarons

Decorative giant cupcake with fondant or
cupcake toppers - dozen per flavor starts at

$60

Decorative regular size cupcake with cupcake
toppers- dozen per flavor starts at $ 45

Few spots available for August!!
* Check for Availability before

booking.
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